Radar for Security & Audit
If you experienced an attack on your Office 365
environment, how quickly could you respond?
Do you have an audit trail where you can filter
your data to investigate an event and report
rapidly on suspicious activity?

How much could a security incident
cost you?

How long would it take you to investigate a
security incident, identify the cause, and take
action?

A data breach or security incident has a very real
cost. Whether it’s legal action, regulatory fines
- all it takes is a quick search to see the direct
financial cost of security breaches. What about
the impact on trust for your existing customers?
Damage to your company’s reputation can be
equally harmful, and often more challenging to
regain.

Radar for Security & Audit enables you to see
exactly what’s happening in your Office 365
environment: every file modified, every login
attempt, every password change, every mailbox
accessed - including when, where from, and who by.
Unlike the native Office 365 Audit Log – which
gives you all your activity in one, large, unwieldy
view, Radar for Security & Audit enables you to
segment and visualize activity, so that you can
isolate events or threats quickly using advanced
search capabilities.

Too much information can be just as
bad as too little.
Your employees perform millions of actions
on Office 365 every day. When an incident
occurs and you’re tasked with finding out what
happened, who was responsible, and what action
needs to be taken – how do you find the needle in
the haystack?
Without the right tools to investigate, you may
not have the information you need to respond
for hours or days. All the while, your Office 365
environment remains compromised and vulnerable
to further attacks. Can you afford to wait?

Use Radar for Security & Audit to:
 etect and investigate suspicious activity in Office
D
365 – Has something happened to an important
document in SharePoint Online? Respond quickly
by seeing who viewed, modified, or deleted it.
Identify external attacks on your environment,
such as brute force password attacks or user
credential leaks.
 roduce an audit log of activity in Office 365 for a
P
particular user, or timeframe.
 alidate that security policies are working
V
effectively, and create new policies based on
understanding actual activity and vulnerabilities.

Investigate suspicious activities

External threat detection

Organizations today face the constant threat
of increasingly intelligent malware and targeted
hacking campaigns – not to mention the threats
from within - be they careless or malicious. Radar
for Security & Audit collects records of all user
activity, so you can detect unusual behavior,
monitor specific users, and, when necessary, take
action to protect your environment.

Identify external attacks on your environment,
such as brute force attacks or user credential
leaks by monitoring anomalous events, including
failed password attempts, suspicious user
locations, and irregular sign-in activity for
everyone that tries to access your Office 365
environment.

Alerting!
We have now introduced on-event alerting to
Radar for Security & Audit. This means that you
can investigate suspicious activity, and potential
threats in real-time. With alerting, you can:
Create custom alerts for events you need to see.
Investigate potential threats quickly, and prevent
security incidents before they occur. Set up email
notifications or Mobile SMS alerts for the activities
you want to monitor!

Simple to set up, secure, trusted, and highly
customizable.
Need reporting on key adoption metrics, licensing
or storage and permissions settings across your
Office 365 workloads? Find out more about our
other reporting modules: Radar for Office 365,
and Radar for SharePoint Online.
Start your free trial now at
www.quadrotech-it.com

Keep an eye on admin activities
Stay on top of your environment and its
configurations by reviewing Admin activities
with advanced filtering to isolate user or activity
details. Regular Admin reviews can be used to
find and remove inactive Admins, or those who
have left or changed roles, but not had their
permissions revoked.

About Quadrotech
Quadrotech specializes in email migration projects of all sizes. In the past two years alone, we have
migrated over 11.6 Petabytes of data and almost 4.7 million mailboxes. Our single-vendor approach allows
the management and co-ordination of migration across four email content locations. We provide direct
export and import connectors for the major on-premises, cloud email, and archive platforms.
Our services don’t stop at migration. We are also the market-leading provider of Office 365 reporting,
analytics and auditing tools. Offering a suite of over 100 reports covering all major Office 365 services, our
reporting solutions help customers gain the business insight to control their Office 365 environment on a
global scale.
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